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Foreword from the Chairman
As part of my role as Chair of the Corporate Trustee, I have the
pleasure of meeting some of the kind people who donate to our
charity.
There are many different individuals
behind those donations, from young
people like Lola (page 11) to people
who undertake daredevil activities
or those who donate in memory of a
loved one they have lost.
What they all have in common is a
personal and often moving story about
wanting to give something back, via
the charity in order to help others.
They have been so profoundly touched
by the care they or a loved one has
received on a ward or in a department,
they want to reciprocate. The strength
of feeling and commitment involved
never fails to humble me.
As our charity develops and grows, we
want to help more individuals make a
difference in this way.
This year, the focus for our charity has
been on building strong foundations.
We have invested in the team,
welcoming Corinne Bailey as our new
Charity Development Manager in May
2017. She was followed in December by
the appointment of a new Marketing
and Digital Officer, Tracey Baker.
Together with a charity accountant
and with support from other staff in
the trust, such as the communications
team, we are working hard to develop
our charity and grow the impact it
makes for patients.
It has been a busy year. Much is
changing in the world of data and
fundraising and the advent of GDPR

was a good opportunity to review what
we do and ensure we act in accordance
with donor wishes and follow both the
legal and best practice framework. We
do.
We have joined the Association of
NHS Charities, signed up with the
Fundraising Regulator and the charity
team are working hard every day to
give our generous donors a good
experience of being involved with us.
We also commissioned a comprehensive
review, which has supported our clear
objectives for moving forward and
offers further recommendations for
how we look ahead over the next five
years.
I would like to express my heartfelt
gratitude to every single person who
has made a donation. Your money
enables us to provide those sometimes
small but always incredibly important
touches or support development
projects that we would otherwise not
be able to. There are examples of these
throughout the Review.
I look forward
to the future,
to building this
charity together,
and helping
make it better for
everyone.
Richard Crompton

Who lives in a house like this?
How the charity is structured, governed and how we organise what
we do!
The Charity team
The
Charity
Team

The team is responsible for leading how the charity
can position itself to build positive relationships
with key stakeholders, increase fundraising income
and look after the remarkable people who want to
donate or fundraise.
We have employed a Charity Development Manager
and a Digital and Marketing Officer this year. They
work alongside the charity's Accountant to lead on
the delivery of the charity's strategic and operational
plans.

Reports
to

The Charitable Funds Committee (CFC)
The CFC is made up of staff from across the Trust, an
independent advisor and a patient representative,
who oversee the management, investment and
disbursement of charity funds.
The committee should also ensure that charity income
is spent wisely and promptly.
The CFC reports to the Corporate Trustee

Reports
to

The Corporate Trustee
Members of the Board of University Hospitals
Plymouth NHS Trust act 'collectively' as the
Corporate Trustee when it comes to dealing with
matters connected to Plymouth Hospitals Charity.
This isn't the easiest concept to understand, but the
Executives and the Non-Executives meet separately
from the Trust's Board meetings and discuss matters
concerning the charity. They report, as one, to the
Charity Commission and to the Department of Health.
Their duty, when acting as the Corporate Trustee,
is to act solely in the interests of the charity and to
disregard those of the non-charity.
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Our year at a glance

A bit of the history about how we got to where we are now

Building our charity brick by brick

Our mission is to support
the work of the Trust
in providing the best
possible healthcare to
every patient; to support
the work of NHS staff
and allow us to raise
standards above the
level that NHS funding
alone allows.
As a registered
charity linked to
University Hospitals
Plymouth NHS Trust,
we serve as custodian
of any voluntary
donations made to the
organisation.

offer, and being able to
be more responsive, we
can be confident more
people will benefit. We
are working to become
a much more vibrant,
proactive and engaging
charity.

We have been a charity
since 1995 but it’s only in
the last few years that we
have taken a proactive
decision to develop what
we do and how we do it.
By improving what we

This work started in 2013
with the appointment
of our first charity
professional and
developed with a testbed campaign, The Gold
Dust Appeal starting in

2015. From that appeal,
key lessons were learned
which informed the
future of the charity’s
priorities: namely charity
development.
We are working hard
to connect people to
the causes they want to
support, so they can see
the real difference their
donation will make.

We also work very hard with a diverse range
of clinical and non-clinical staff who look after
charitable donations. These people are called Fund
Advisors. They have the skills and knowledge to best
advise on how donations can be spent in a way that
maximises benefit for patients, staff and volunteers.
They also help with fundraising.
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Making a
difference
for
Moorgate

Sharon Hicks, who travelled up from near Falmouth to
deliver a cheque of £2,633 to Moorgate Ward. Sharon
was rushed to Derriford just over a year ago following
a collapse after a pantomime rehearsal! Not content
with having a small bleed on her brain, she went on
to receive neurosurgical treatment for an aneurysm.
Four weeks later and she was home with her husband
Alan, recovering slowly but determined to get fit and
well again.

“I think everyone
should fundraise for
something and I think
this will be what I
raise money for. After
all you saved my life!”

12 months on and Sharon has just returned from
a skiing trip and a starring role in the panto! She
wanted to say thank you to the staff on Moorgate
ward who saved her life. Her donation will go
towards a bright and cheerful facelift for the ward’s
waiting room. This will in turn help patients, family
and friends by providing a calmer and reassuring
environment. Having a pleasant reception room can
go a long way to help alleviate stress and provide a
calm environment that everyone can benefit from.
Sharon hopes not to be back in as an in-patient but
did say…
“I think everyone should fundraise for something and
I think this (Neurosurgery) will be what I raise money
for. After all you saved my life!”
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Lola’s
story
Lola is a skateboarder, it is
her passion and she spends
all her spare time practising
tricks and enjoying her sport.
However, her dedication and
commitment spilled over last
summer when she heard about
young children who have
cancer and come into hospital
for chemotherapy treatment.
Lola felt compelled to do
something to help them
and made the decision all
by herself to shave her hair
off and raise money for the
children’s ward at Derriford.
Lola’s friends and family all got
behind her and she raised a
whopping £1,784.60.
Lola’s donation has purchased
a magic mirror, a piece of
technology that projects
interactive games onto a
wall. At the moment we
have 80 games that can be
played by children of all ages
and abilities in a fun and
interactive way. This is already
being used by our patients
and has proved to be a major
hit with them. Some of the
games actually show the
children themselves on the
wall playing the game which
brings lots of smiles
and laughter.
Thank you Lola!
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How we allocate donations
made to the charity

Donations go to the
general fund if they are
given without specific
instruction on how the
money is to be spent.
Donations of this kind
are really, really helpful
as they can be used
wherever the need is
greatest.
Staff are encouraged
to apply to the general
fund if they have a great
idea about what might
make a difference for
patients.
The Corporate Trustee
delegates responsibility
to the charity's
committee to decide
how this money is spent
in line with our core
priorities.

Donations are often
made to specific areas
and put into 'Special
Purpose Funds'. We
can assure people that
they are making a
difference to the area
they particularly wish to
support.
The Fund Advisor for
the ward or department
works with colleagues,
and the charity team, to
spend these donations
for the maximum
benefit to patients.
If they want to spend
over a certain amount
of money the request
has to be agreed by
the charity's committee
and if it's a really
significant amount
the Corporate Trustee
needs to approve the
applications too.

The money allocated to
a restricted fund just
means that there is a
legal restriction put on
the donation, as defined
by the wishes of the
donor.
If the charity were to
run a public fundraising
appeal then any
money raised would
be restricted for the
purpose of the appeal
and couldn't be spent in
any other way.

We have 20
Restricted Funds

How we spend charity funds
All donations to the charity are looked after with great care and
allocated to whichever particular ward or department, appeal or
project the donors wishes
•

By enhancing services above the
level provided by the Exchequer we
can best use charity donations to
make a real impact.

•

Using donations to provide
advanced training benefits both
staff and patients alike. It's a
win-win.

•

We also support some small research
projects on a time-limited basis to
kick-start new initiatives.

•

•

We support Fund Advisors to
purchase specialist equipment and
nice things for the ward area that
go a long way to increase patient
comfort.

Training staff helps them be more
confident in their own abilities and
they can cascade their enhanced
knowledge to their peers. Receiving
training in the latest developments
in healthcare can help everyone and
this, in turn, improves morale and
the delivery of patient care.

•

We can also support further
education for employees, as many
donations are given with a wish that
they are spent on staff.

Our Core Priorities are to...
•

create more patient friendly environments

•

provide equipment for diagnostics and treatment

•

fund small scale research to advance understanding

•

support enhanced staff development and education to
provide better patient care

There is one
General Fund
We have 165
Special Purpose Funds
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The
incredible
impact
legacies
make.

We are so grateful when we receive a notification that someone has
left a gift to us in their Will. At a time of loss for families and friends
we understand just how important it is that people’s last wishes are
respected...
For the charity this means we are
committed to supporting the family
as best we can while advising what
the donation will go towards and the
difference it will make. There are times
when the Legator has been specific
about the ward area they would like
to be the beneficiary and on other
occasions they leave their money with
no restrictions which means we can
spend it where the need is greatest.
During 2017/18 we received a legacy
from Mr Tonkin who left a gift to
Torrington High Dependency Unit.
We worked with the Fund Advisor
discussing how Mr Tonkin's legacy
could make a lasting impact for
patients on the ward.
We went on to purchase three Hill
Rom Progressa beds which have
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in-built scales, a progressive mobility
programme, which means they can
adjust to sitting and standing positions
along with heaps of different settings
and switches that all aid patient
comfort all with the intention of
reducing a patient’s length of stay.
The quicker a patient is mobilised, the
greater the chances of recovery.
We are indebted to Mr Tonkin for
thinking of us. His lasting legacy will
indeed help many, many people. Every
year the unit operates on over 1400
people, so that’s a lot of usage. With
critical care becoming more complex
and demanding, the charity is delighted
to be able to support this need for
high-end equipment that is over and
above what NHS funding can provide.

Grant

£50,000

BEDSIDE LOCKERS

We have been able to spend some of
our unrestricted charity donations on
lockable lockers.

This means that some long stay patients
are able to keep their own medication
next to them and to self-medicate.

It is a requirement, of course, that
a person admitted to hospital has a
locker. However, these rather special
bedside cabinets are an example of
how we can make a big difference
over and above what NHS funding can
provide.

Self-medication in a hospital has
a number of benefits. It not only
increases the person's knowledge
and understanding of their own
medications but as people often
have their own routine for taking
medications at home, this method
allows that routine to continue.

Thank you Mr Tonkin.
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Building the Foundations
Now we’ve set the context for how we’re assembled, brick by brick as
it were, we've put these cornerstones in place over the last 12 months

Our strategic
priorities for
spending
•

Patient safety and
quality of experience

•

Staff education,
motivation,
development and
well-being

•

Research and
Innovation

•

Support to areas
of the hospital not
in receipt of direct
donations

Charity Governance

Fundraising Governance

With the help of our Charity Development Manager
we conducted an internal review into how the charity
runs. It highlighted a need for the Charitable Funds
Committee to ring-fence more time to think about
the strategic direction of the charity allowing deeper
discussions of future opportunities and challenges.
A new structure was proposed which will separate
strategic planning from the assessment of grant
applications

We reviewed all areas affected by the General
Data Protection Regulations and the Fundraising
Preference Service but were in the confident position
that, in the main, we had very little data held on
people bar any financial details we were legally
obliged to collate.

Profile

Fundraising Regulator

Concentrating on building relationships with hospital
staff in the first instance, we run regular updates
in the internal newsletter and have engaged with
staff in most departments. An increase in enquiries
resulting from staff members referring donors and
potential fundraisers to us, indicates that more
people are becoming aware of our existence.

We registered with the Fundraising Regulator who
serve to strengthen the system of charity regulation
and restore public trust in fundraising. Adopting their
Fundraising Promise, we have begun to assemble
Fundraising and Fundraisers Information packs,
review and update policies as required and begin to
work with our dedicated 126 Fund Advisors across the
Trust to adopt these new ways of working.

Donor Stewardship
Integrating our finance system with a new Customer
Relationship Management database is key to a
seamless delivery of donor stewardship and we were
able to begin to build the foundations for this in the
latter half of the year.

We have developed strong tools to ensure that we
are compliant with this important piece of legislation.

Association of NHS Charities
We joined and have become an active member of the
Association of NHS Charities whose principal aim is to
promote the effective working of NHS Charities.

CharityComms
We became a member of CharityComms, who
promote best practice within communications and
facilitate joint learning within the charity sector.

Life can hang in the
balance for these
newborn infants. They
may have been born
prematurely, got into
difficulties during
their birth or perhaps
developed health
complications in the first
few days of their lives.

Photographer: Dr. Alex Allwood, Consultant Neonatologist
alexallwoodphotography.com

The
tiniest of
babies
receiving
the best
of care.

The Neonatal Intensive Care Unit, NICU for short, looks after these
babies and their mums and dads too.

The Appeal's Fundraiser Tracey Stacey
helps raise the profile of the appeal,
organises events and facilitates
fundraising opportunities. The Appeal
has had support from across the region
from many people whose lives have
been touched by the incredible care
they, or someone they know, has
received.

While the care is centred around
the newborn, often with an array of
monitors, busy staff, charts, drips,
tubes and bleeps, the parents go
through anguish and heartache as they
come to terms with the unexpected
situation they face.
How long the family will stay in the
unit depends on the severity of their
baby's condition.
The staff on NICU understand just how
important it is for mums and dads to be
near their baby. The more mums and
dads understand about their baby's
needs the more they can support them.
Their baby will know their voice and it
will be the one constant in their new
life.
It has long been the dream of the
hospital staff to provide better
accommodation for the parents
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of the babies they care for and to
provide a greater number of rooms
to enable all “out-of-area” parents to
remain on site for the duration of their
baby’s care. Currently, they are only
able to house four sets of parents.
These parents are dealing with an
incredibly stressful time and creating
a "home from home" would really
help to take away a small amount of
this stress by enabling life to remain
as normal as possible under the
circumstances.
Keep Me Close is a fundraising appeal
on NICU that has been running for
three years now and in this last year
raised £78,000.
Keep Me Close is all about raising funds
to provide accommodation for parents
so they can stay nearby.

The appeal continues
and has raised £56,800
since April 2018

The cumulative figure raised since the
appeal began is an incredible £220,000
and on behalf of all the mums and
dads so far and those we meet in the
future, we would like to say a huge
thank you to everyone who has made
a contribution. We know of young
people who have donated the contents
of their piggy banks, to businesses and
corporates who have made sizeable
donations. However big or small the
donation, we are grateful for your
support, thoughts, and generosity. You
have made, and will continue to make,
a really big difference!

Keep Me Close Appeal
2017/18

2016/18

2015/16

£78,000

£90,000

£52,000
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Improvements

Looking ahead

What we want to get better at...

...and how we will turn the charity's house into a home.

Charity Presence
While we are keen to increase our
profile and have a public facing office,
the demand on space in the hospital
is ever increasing. We will continue
to put our case for greater visibility
and should we be successful, would
predict a significant uplift in charitable
donations.
Running Costs
Running a charity necessarily incurs
expenses. We have three employees
who work directly with our donors and
fund advisors. Some staff, employed
by the Trust, ensure the charity’s
governance and finances comply with
statutory requirements. Their time is
re-charged to the charity along with a

proportion of the charity’s overheads in
terms of office space, equipment and
other costs. We are working hard to
ensure that these arrangements are fair
and equitable and that they are clearly
disclosed in our financial reporting.
Our aim is to increase, over time, the
percentage of every pound donated
that goes to direct patient benefit.
Governance
Members of the Corporate Trustee
are also Directors of the University
Hospitals Plymouth NHS Trust. When
meeting as the Corporate Trustee
however, their duty is to act solely in
the interests of the charity. This is a
legal duty and we want to be able to
demonstrate we are mindful of and
address any areas where there may be
potential conflicts of interest.

Build warm relationships with our
growing and diverse community of
supporters.
We want to be accessible, personable,
and deliver a holistic support service
to people we meet. We believe that
this approach will help build ongoing
relationships with our donors who are
at the heart of our charity.
Welcome staff to be our ambassadors.
We want to ensure all staff know
about our existence and have a good
relationship with us. To understand
how they can apply for money but
also how to signpost people to us with
fundraising ideas and queries.

Have a clear and easy to understand
reporting framework so that anyone
can see the difference the charity is
making.
We want to show how donations,
legacies and fundraising income can
benefit both patients coming into
hospital and the staff who work here.
Grow income from voluntary donations
and fundraising initiatives.
By having a wider brand recognition
we hope to become the charity of
choice for people in the locality. We will
deliver bespoke fundraising appeals for
particular areas across the Trust.
Whatever we do and however we do it,
we want it to be...
•
•
•
•

easy
attractive
social
relevant

We are committed to a process of
continual collaboration. We want to
work with you to build the charity
together.

Molecular Testing Project
Rame Peninsula Male Voice Choir have raised over £17,000 for the
Oncology department at Derriford with fundraising ongoing.

During their popular concerts, the choir have raised
money for the ‘Molecular Testing Project’ which they
chose as their fundraising project of the year.

Our laboratory
service can now
develop a new
set of tests that
could make a
huge difference
to patients with
cancer.

Principal Clinical Scientist at University Hospitals
Plymouth, Dr Joanna Farrugia (pictured Right with
two members of the choir), said...
‘This donation by the Rame Peninsula Male Voice
Choir has been utterly amazing. They are a really
great choir. Our laboratory service can now develop a
new set of tests that could make a huge difference to
patients with cancer.
‘We have been able to purchase a set of reagents
that allows us to process a series of tissue samples
known to have certain genetic mutations associated
with cancers and are important to guide particular
treatments (see ‘State of the Art’).
‘We have started looking at the data to compare this
with other methods and will hopefully be able to
present our work to the Oncology medical team so
that we can go live with this new and very exciting
test.
‘By developing this new testing platform, we will be
able to offer patients a much more comprehensive
test range than we are currently able to, and also
a much quicker service, as we will not have to send
samples away for testing. This will ensure that
cancer patients in the Peninsula will receive the most
appropriate treatment, and will be able to start their
treatment sooner.’
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State of the Art
Through charity donations we are
developing ‘state of the art’ testing in
Plymouth, so that patient samples do
not need to be sent to other centres.
All the tests will be undergone in one
go from a very small amount of tissue,
giving patients much more rapid
results so that they can plan and start
their treatment sooner.
Many people know that alterations
in genes can result in cancers. As
medicine advances, there are more
and more drugs that can target these
specific ‘mutations’ and can be very
effective in treating patients. How
well they work is determined by the
genetic makeup of individual tumours
meaning - even if the cancer has
the same name - a drug that works
for one person, might not work for
another.

Understanding which mutations
appear within a tumour’s DNA has
become crucial and might mean
the success or failure of a course of
treatment. Given the side effects of
some of these drugs, it becomes a
high priority to get the right tests
done.
As one would expect, prior to patient
testing, any procedure that is going
to be used must be proven reliable
and consistent by running the
process and comparing the results
with what is expected. If it checks
out, then the lab can be sure that
their results will be accurate in the
future. The process not only needs
specialist equipment and knowledge,
but it also needs reagents which are
the substances that enable the DNA
to be processed.
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Financial Headlines

Principal Sources of
Income 2017/18

How this compares to
last year 2016/17

Principal Sources of
Expenditure 2017/18

How this compares to
last year 2016/17

Our income and spend and how it compares to last year.

2017/18

2016/17

Income

£545,000

£681,000

Legacy income

£197,000

£414,000

Investment and other income

£217,000

£225,000

Total income

£959,000

£1,320,000

£3,569,000

£4,096,000

Value of restricted funds
(Legacies and specific fundraising campaigns)

£786,000

£731,000

Value of endowment funds

£208,000

£212,000

Value

Donations

Value of unrestricted funds
(Special purpose and general funds)

Expenditure

Cost of Raising Funds

£91,000

£77,000

Patient welfare and amenities

£47,000

£57,000

£238,000

£214,000

£50,000

£46,000

Research

£105,000

£47,000

Equipment for wards and departments

£124,000

£175,000

Support to wards and departments

£471 ,000

£365,000

Running Costs Recharge*

£105,000

£105,000

Staff education, Learning and Development
Staff welfare and amenities

Transfer to Livewell Southwest of their
charitable monies**
Total Expenditure:

£94,000
£1,324,000

£1,087,000

*Includes £4,000 Audit Fee and recharges by the Trust for additional running costs
for Finance and Communications Support.
**The Charity Commission approved the establishment of a charity for Livewell
Southwest. The Department of Health approved the transfer of the charitable money
managed through Plymouth Hospitals charity on behalf of the former Plymouth Primary
Care Trust to Livewell’s charity once the registration was completed, this was
undertaken during 2017/18.

If you would like to view our audited accounts see page 34 for
details
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We are pleased to report
that 80p of every £1 received
is spent on enhancing
patient care, equipment and
research, above and beyond
what NHS funding alone can
provide.

20p

80p

How we worked it out:
Running Costs
	+ Costs of raising funds

/

Total income x 100

Some of the amazing things we
could do because of you!
There are too many projects,
ideas and pieces of equipment
that we’ve funded thanks to
charitable donations to be able to
list them all here, so we’ve picked
a few out for this review.
Grant

£25,575*

Lancaster Suite

The Colposcopy unit was in need of a
makeover. Charity funds went towards
decorating and improving the area for
patient comfort. This is an example of
an area that doesn't usually directly
benefit from charitable donations,
receiving a grant from the General
Fund.

*These grants were awarded, and
money allocated, in this year.
Actual spending takes place over
two financial years.
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Grant

£13,000
Learning Disability
Advocacy

Working in partnership with Devon
Link Up, the charity has supported
a post one day a week for an
Independent Learning Disability
Advocate attached to the Learning
Disability Liaison Nursing Team. The
post is secured for two years and runs
from November 2017 until October
2019. Although based within Derriford,
the role remains independent from the
hospital so the advocate can act as a
critical friend. Amongst other things,
the Advocate:
•

Supporting wards and departments
by providing training on Learning
Disability Awareness, the needs of
patients with a learning disability
and the Accessible Information
Standard

•

Helps wards and departments to
develop accessible materials so
patients can access services and
make informed decisions about their
treatment

•

Plan, facilitate and review focus
groups, acclimatisation visits,
planned visits and mystery shops.

Grant

£3,500

Fundraising Appeal

£45,000*

Bereavement Bags

366 Campaign

Developed by a nurse at Derriford
hospital after her own bereavement
experience and as a loving legacy to her
mum. These bespoke bags have been
carefully designed so that at a time
when someone dies, their belongings
are carefully and sensitively gathered
together and placed in this bag for
collection. Such a simple idea to replace
the carrier bag every hospital has used
for years. Very respectful and the
charity is proud to be able to support
the production of these.

This fundraising appeal enabled us to
redecorate and buy equipment for Lyd
Ward. We bought new chairs, a couch,
bedside tables and lockers for patients
and decorated a lovely waiting room
and added a large TV. We were also
able to put a splash of paint around
the Oncology Outpatients Department.

Grant

£24,606

This refurbishment has provided a sense
of comfort where patients and relatives
now have space to move around and
talk privately. The unit feels calmer as a
result and this has had a positive impact
on people receiving their treatment.

Paediatric simulation
manikins

It is not something that is talked about
very often and certainly no one wants
to think about children facing life
threatening conditions or situations.
But children can have cardiac arrests
and we have to be confident that our
staff are fully trained in paediatric
resuscitation. The world of medicine
and treatment can change quickly so
having a training manikin that is childsize is an incredible use of charitable
funds as many staff will learn new
techniques, and be able to practise.
They could go on to save a lot of
young lives.
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We'd like to say a
huge THANK YOU!
to everyone who donated to and
made GOLD DUST a big success

The large concourse and the all
the children’s wards on level 12,
are looking bright, colourful, and
importantly carry clues about how to
find the way around.
The lovely designs not only tell the
story of the frog, the dog and their
friends, but really bring the area to life.

across the Trust who got involved and
to the local businesses, we couldn't
have done this without you, thank you
so much.

Carpet, and a Magic Mirror. The
children love playing with these and
the projections can be beamed to both
the floor and onto bed-sheets too.

Alongside the decoration we have
been able to purchase some interactive
technology, for example a Magic

It’s been a labour of love and it’s lovely
to have such warm, welcoming wards
now – it makes a difference every day,
thank you.

The fundraising appeal ran for over
a year and many people took part in
events organised by Emma Cronin, our
Gold Dust Fundraiser. A big thank you
goes to Emma and all the volunteers
who helped at the events. To the staff

Gold Dust Appeal

2017/18

2016/18

2015/16

£6,000

£84,000

£30,000
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Thank
you
To the following for generously
remembering us in their Wills

Frederick Tonkin

Accountable to you
The Charitable Funds Committee 2017/18
Chaired jointly by Lee Budge, Director of Corporate Business and
Kevin Baber, Chief Operating Officer.

Gloria Miller
Edwin Algar
Patricia Samworth
Robert Hurrell
Barbara Bebbington
Eric Reynolds

The Committee’s current membership is:
Sue Hobbs
Independent Advisor
Brian Jones
Associate Director of Finance
Jayne Middleman
Learning and Organisational 			
Development Facilitator
Amanda Nash
Head of Communications
Anna Orrock
Director of Clinical Support Services
Nicky McMinn
Matron for Clinical Standards
Sally Wilson
Chief Financial Accountant
Sean Carey
Senior Clinical Scientist
Carolyn Bruce-Spencer
Patient and Public representative
Non-voting members:
Gill Hunt
Rob Turton
Corinne Bailey

Board Secretary
Charitable Trust Fund Accountant
Charity Development Manager

Kathryne Haeyes, League of Friends representative has a standing
invitation to attend our meetings. Giles Charnaud, NED, chaired
the committee for nine months of the year.
If you would like any part of this document translated into your own
language or require a version in large print please contact us on...
01752 430332
Should you wish to see our audited accounts for 2017/18 contact Rob Turton:
telephone: 01752 437047) email: robert.turton@nhs.net
Or see our website: www.plymouthhospitals.nhs.uk/charitable-funds-committee
You can also find it on the Charity Commission’s website
www.gov.uk/government/organisations/charity-commission - click on the Find
a Charity option and search under our registration number 1048679.

Auditors
Grant Thornton UK LLP
Hartwell House
55-61 Victoria Street
Bristol
BS1 6FT
Solicitors
Bevan Brittan
35 Colston Avenue
Bristol
BS1 4TT

Bank
Barclays Bank PLC
Plymouth Group of branches
Plymouth
PL1 2EU
Investment Fund Managers
Sarasin Partners LLP
Juxon House
100 St Paul’s Churchyard
London
EC4M 8BU

Members of the Board of the University Hospitals Plymouth NHS
Trust who formed the Corporate Trustee 2017/18
Ann James
Richard Crompton
Elizabeth Raikes
Nick Thomas
Neil Kemsley
Dr Phil Hughes
Kevin Baber
Greg Dix

Lee Budge
Steven Keith
Giles Charnaud
Jacky Hayden
Liz Kay
Mike Leece
Estelle Thistleton
Henry Warren

Get involved...
join our volunteer task force,
make a donation,
get involved with our donor forum,
come and help out in the charity office,
or to talk about fundraising just pop in for a cup of tea!
Donate on line:
www.justgiving.com/plymouthhospitals/donate
Donate by phone
call 01752 439805

our Cashiers’ Office will be pleased to help you. Please have your
card available.

Donate by cheque:

Make your cheque payable to Plymouth Hospitals Charity, on the
reverse you can write where you’d like your money to go. Send to:

Plymouth Hospitals Charity,
Level 5 - Corridor opposite Pharmacy,
Derriford Hospital,
Plymouth PL6 8DH
Make a gift in your will:

you may wish to consider remembering Plymouth Hospitals Charity
in your Will. If you’d like to talk to someone in the charity team
about this please call us on

01752 430332.

To find out more...
t:
e:

01752 430 332
phcharityteam@nhs.net
PlymouthHospCharity
www.plymouthhospitals.nhs.uk
/fundraising

Charity number: 1048679

